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Abstract
The German word Festschrift has become the universally accep ted term for a
p ublished collection of legal essays written by several authors to honour a
distinguished jurist or mark a significant legal event. The genre dates back to
the mid 19th century on the Continent, but until recently it has made little
imp ression on the literature of the common law. Less than a dozen legal
Festschriften had been p ublished in the United Kingdom up to 1968, but since
then more than a hundred legal Festschriften have ap p eared. This article
traces the rise of the legal Festschrift in the United Kingdom, and attemp ts to
account for its recent p op ularity. The nature of legal Festschriften, and the
p rocesses and p roblems of their p roduction, are addressed. Emp hasis is
p laced on the systemic failure to index contributions to legal Festschriften.
This gap in the bibliograp hic resources of the common law consigns an
enormous amount of scholarship to oblivion; hence the reference in the title
to ‘graveyards of scholarship ’. An indication of the magnitude of this
p roblem is that the total number of contributions to legal Festschriften
between 1969 and 2000 almost equals the total number of articles p ublished
in three leading British law reviews over the same p eriod. The article
concludes that the failure to index contributions to legal Festschriften by
author and subject matter is lamentable, and undercuts the reasons for
p ublishing legal Festschriften in the first p lace.
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